Privacy Policy for TPARK Application

Contacts
Developer: SC Piconet SRL, Gheorghe Doja street, no.11, Timișoara, Timiș county
Email: contact@tpark.ro
Services
The following data is collected:
1. Data

analysis

Provider: Google Analytics (Google Inc.)
Personal data (collected data): Cookies and usage data
Details: Google Analytics is a web analytics service provided by Google Inc. Google uses the data
collected to track and review the usage of the application, generate reports based on its activity, and
share it with other Google services.
Google can use the data collected to contextualize and customize the advertising of its own
advertising network.
Integration of Google Analytics keeps your IP address (s) anonymous. It works by shortening the IP
addresses of users in EU Member States or other countries of the European Economic Area. Only in
exceptional cases will the entire IP address be sent to a Google server and abbreviated to US
territory.
2. Contacting

the user

Provider: Google Cloud Messaging (Google Inc.)
Details: The application is registered with an identifier to allow the server to send certain
application-specific data and display campaign notifications.
Place of data processing: USA
Supplier's Privacy Policy: https://www.google.com/intl/en/policies/privacy/
3. In-app

purchases

Supplier: PayU
Personal Data (Collected Data): Particular personal data as specified in the privacy policy of the
service.
Details: PayU is a payment service provided by Naspers Ltd, which allows users to make online
payments with the card.
Place of data processing: Romania
Supplier's Privacy Policy: https://www.payu.ro/en/terms-and-conditions
4. Discontinuous

geolocation

Personal Data (Collected Data): Geographical Location
Details: The geographic location of the user is determined in a discontinuous manner either at the
specific request of the user or when the user does not indicate his current location in the appropriate
field and allows the application to automatically detect the position.
If explicit authorization has been provided, the user's location data can be tracked by this
application
5. Device

identification

Details: The application can track users by storing a unique identifier of their device for analyzing
or storing user preferences.
6. Reporting

errors

Manufacturer: ACRA
Personal data (collected data): Phone data and application version
Details: ACRA sends emails that contain the application logs during an error.
All these emails are sent to the developer of the application, Piconet SRL only with the
authorization and with the direct intervention of the user. Place of processing and storage of these
data: Romania.
7. Android

Permissions

The application requires the following permissions to work:
Read state and phone identity:
- required to resolve specific errors encountered on a particular phone type in order to improve the
application
- needed

to check if the device is dual-sim

- required

to detect the mobile operator when parking by SMS in Hungary

Send text messages (SMS) / Edit messages (SMS)
- Allows the app to send SMS messages to the parking service or to make certain payments, such as
Feteşti Bridge Fee or Wallet Payment for Romania.
- Allows

the app to store the sent SMS in the Outbox (if the user chooses that option in the settings)

Receiving Text Messages (SMS) / Reading Messages (SMS or MMS)
- Allows the app to detect when a new SMS is received and to process it to check if it comes from
the Parking area required to set notifications.
Making phone calls (BIP)
- Allows the app to make phone calls to the parking service
Location approximation (mobile-based / Location-based location (based on GPS and mobile
network)
- Allows the app to detect the current user's location and save it as current parking.
- Allows

the app to identify the city and area where the car is located to initiate a car park

Full network access / view network connections
- Allows the application to realize the connectivity between it and the API it communicates in order
to achieve certain facilities
Run at startup
- Allows the app to schedule certain notifications on the expiration of parking and the setting of
'geofences' to alert the user to the payment of certain charges

8. Other

Mai multe detalii privind colectarea sau prelucrarea datelor cu caracter personal pot fi solicitate de
la controlorul de date în orice moment. Consultați informațiile de contact de la începutul acestui
document.
Utilizatorii au dreptul, în orice moment, să știe dacă datele lor personale au fost stocate și pot
consulta proprietarul datelor pentru a afla despre conținutul și originea lor, pentru a verifica
exactitatea acestora sau pentru a le cere să fie completate, anulate, actualizate, corectate,

transformate în date cu caracter anonim sau să blocheze orice date care au fost încălcate de lege,
precum și să se opună pelucrării acestora din orice motiv legitim. Solicitările trebuie trimise
dezvoltatorului la datele de contact stabilite mai sus.
Dezvoltatorul își rezervă dreptul de a aduce modificări la această politică de confidențialitate în
orice moment prin notificarea utilizatorilor în această pagină. Se recomandă insistent să verificați
frecvent această pagină, referindu-vă la data ultimei modificări listate în partea de jos.
Dacă un utilizator obiectează la oricare dintre modificările aduse politicii, acesta trebuie să înceteze
utilizarea aplicației și poate solicita ca dezvoltatorul să elimine datele personale. Cu excepția
cazului în care se prevede altfel, politica de confidențialitate actuală se aplică tuturor datelor
personale pe care dezvoltatorul le deține despre utilizatori.
More details concerning the collection or processing of Personal Data may be requested from the
Data Controller at any time. Please see the contact information at the beginning of this document.
Users have the right, at any time, to know whether their Personal Data has been stored and can
consult the Data owner to learn about their contents and origin, to verify their accuracy or to ask for
them to be supplemented, cancelled, updated or corrected, or for their transformation into
anonymous format or to block any data held in violation of the law, as well as to oppose their
treatment for any and all legitimate reasons. Requests should be sent to the Data owner at the
contact information set out above.
The Data owner reserves the right to make changes to this privacy policy at any time by giving
notice to its Users on this page. It is strongly recommended to check this page often, referring to the
date of the last modification listed at the bottom.
If a User objects to any of the changes to the Policy, the User must cease using this Application and
can request that the Data owner remove the Personal Data. Unless stated otherwise, the then-current
privacy policy applies to all Personal Data the Data owner has about Users

